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ABSTRACT
A heavily instrumented and unoccupied research house is used to continuously monitor the temperature in
each room, the supply and return ducts, HVAC thermostat location, attic and outdoors. Simultaneous measurements
of the differential pressures have been performed across the house walls, indoorfattic zones, the house slab and the
indoor zones. Indoor radon concentrations and meteorological conditions have also been monitored. Temperature
measurements were conducted using thermocouple wires. All data were collected by computer-controlled data
acquisition input boards. An analytical model was developed based on a linear approximation to the weakly
exponentially dependent pressures between two temperature zones under hydrostatic equilibrium. The model is
utilized to predict the temperature-induced pressure difference between two separated temperature zones. This
model is then coupled with a semi-empirical formulation that utilizes pressure differences to predict radon entry into
the structure and the air exchange rate across the house shell. The partial contributions of various temperatureinduced pressure differences are assessed on the model driving parameters. The contribution to the indoor radon
concentrations are then obtained by incorporating the predicted changes in pressure differentials into the mass
balance equation governing the time rate changes of the radon concentrations. It has been demonstrated that
temperature differences associated with extreme weather conditions can generate pressure differences of several
pascals that profoundly contribute to radon driving forces and indoor radon concentrations. The partial contributions
of temperaturedriven radon entry rates and ventilation rates for a range of HVAC operation were also estimated.

INTRODUCTION
The transport of radioactive radon gas from the sub-slab area into structures such as residential housing
can be described by convective and molecular diffusion processes. The soil gas has emerged as the main source
of indoor radon (Nero and Nazaroff 1984, Nazaroff et. al 1988a. Crameri et. al 1989). Radon YRn) entry into
residential structures occurs principally through pressure driven airflow processes. These processes are induced
by pressure differential generating mechanisms that depend on interactions among environmental and indoor
operational factors. Typical environmental interactions result in sources of house depressurization, such as
temperature, wind and stack effects. House depressurization contributes to an increase in indoor radon
concentrations as "'Rn-rich soil gas entry rates are increased compared to die increase in the air infiltration rates
(Nazaroff et. a1 1987, Nero 1988). In many cases the concentrations of indoor radon exhibit a diurnal cycle driven
by temperature dependent pressure differences (Gesell 1983, Kunz 1987).
Furrer et al. (1991) studied the dynamics of Rn transport from the cellar to the living area in an unheated
house and found that strong. long-term correlations between temperature differences and pressure differences exist
between the indoors and outdoors Experimental verification, however, for this diurnal dependence is in most cases
profoundly affected by uncontrolled pressure changes across the structure shell due to natural and mechanical
ventilation caused by occupants' activities andfor the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) system
operation. Other researchers have given an increased importance to the transient effects of barometric pressure
changes associated with changing meteorological conditions as contributors to radon driving forces (Owczarski et.
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a1 1990, Al-Ahniady 1992, Hintenlang and Al-Ahmady 1992. Tsang and Narsimhan 1992).
Al-Ahmady and Hintenlang (1993) had developed a mechanistic model to characterize the temperaturedriven pressure differentials. The model is based on a linear approximation to the weakly exponentially dependent
pressures between two temperature zones under hydrostatic equilibrium. In (his work, the previous model is utilized
10 assess temperature induced pressure differences contribution into the radon driving forces including radon entry
and removal. A mathematical framework is developed to integrate the temperature-induced pressure differences
model (AI-Ahmady and Hintenlang 1993) into a semi-empirical model for radon entry and indoor radon
concentration. The latter model was developed by Hintenlang and Al-Ahmady (1994) to predict the radon entry
and indoor radon concentration by the providing of pressure differences across (lie house shell and the slab.
Parametric analysis is provided to estimate the temperature effects on the radon entry driving forces under
unoccupied, unheated conditions and under heated conditions as provided by (lie HVAC systeni.
The data presented were collected on the University of Florida Radon Research House (UFRRH) as part
of the Florida Radon Research Program (FRRP). The research house was carefully chosen and heavily
instrumented by a variety of devices. Thus, a number of key parameters could be measured or monitored
simultaneously. The research effort by the University of Florida is dedicated to the development of building codes
governing radon resistance for Florida houses and is designed to provide detailed characterization of the effects of
HVAC on radon entry, as well as modeling of (lie radon entry and transport.

METHODOLOGY
Continuous measurements have been taken, in order to track the time and spatial dependent responses of
(lie temperature, pressure, radon concentrations, weather parameters, and HVAC operation parameters at the
UFRRH. The house is an unoccupied one-story residential structure and has a floor area of 163 nf, utilizing a
concrete slab-on-grade type of construction with a 10.1m x 16.2ni footprint. The temperature and pressure data
are collected using analog and thermocouple input boards integrated to a Keithley Metrabyte micro-channel driver
card. A Setra 270 barometric pressure transducer (600-1100 nibar range) is installed at the site and is integrated
to the Metrabyte data acquisition and control system. The Metrabyte system is interfaced with and fully controlled
by an IBM PSI2 computer system.
The pressure differential measurements across the house walls, slab, and indoor locations are performed
utilizing very low range Setra C264 differential pressure transmitters of Â±2 Pa fill1 scale with a minimum
sensitivity of less than k0.25 Pa. An array of sixteen pressure transmitters is distributed across the slab in a
uniform 4.88nix2.74ni grid pattern. These transmitters nionitor the differential pressure above and below (lie
concrete slab through standard 4.7 nun I.D. tubes that provide access to the sub-slab area at each grid point.
Every exterior pressure port (that for barometric pressure and those penetrating the walls) is covered by
a perforated, liollow sphere to dampen rapid pressure variations caused by wind gusts. The measurenients between
(he outdoor and (lie sub-slab are performed using T-section link tubing at one of the sub-slab points. The
transmitters are connected to the Metrabyte system using an Omega switchboard to provide flexibility during
calibrations and to run the measurements at specific slab points as needed. All pressure transmitters are "zero
checked" at (lie beginning of each experimental period and calibrated monthly.
Temperature is monitored in each room, at the supply and return ducts, room register, HVAC thermostat
location, attic, sub-slab area, and outdoors, using T-type. copper vs. copper-nickel, thermocouple wires. The
Metrabyte thermocouple board cold junction temperature is calibrated at (lie beginning of each measurement period.
The weather parameters such as wind speed, wind direction and rainfall data are collected utilizing a datalogger
integrated to a n~eteorologicalstation located at (he site and compiled remotely for processing.
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The measurements of indoor radon concentrations are performed using AT-Ease, E-PERM, and Pylon
radon measuring systems. The time dependent radon measurements are performed using Pylon AB-5 portable radon
monitors utilizing the passive radon detector cell (PRD-1). The Pylon counts are accumulated over a time interval,
stored in the monitor memory at the end of each interval, and downloaded to an IBM PC at the conclusion of the
experimental period.
An experimental period of 96 hours and a measurement interval of 60 seconds, averaged every 600
seconds, have been used to perform the measurements. These periods provide a suitable time in which to monitor
both the transient response in the house system and the response upon house system stabilization. The same
experimental protocol is followed for each experimental period.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Differential pressure measurements between the indoors and outdoors and between the indoors and the subslab area over an interval of 48 hours at the UFRRH are illustrated in Figure 1. The two differential pressure
responses do not appear to be coupled to each other. The differential pressures across the floor slab have larger
magnitudes and are dependent on the geometrical location under die slab. Higher pressures are usually found near
the center of the slab, while lower ones are located near the slab edges.
The indoorloutdoor pressure differential response demonstrates a diurnal cycle with a peak amplitude of
about 0.4 Pa. This is attributed to the variation in temperature difference between the indoor and outdoor
environments that occurs throughout the day. These responses are small in magnitude because temperature
differences between the indoors and outdoors remain small during die time of year , in which these experiments
were performed, and also because the house is well sheltered from (he wind. The minimal contribution of wind
effects is verified by the weather station mounted on the structure and by (he indoorloutdoor differential pressure
monitors mounted on two opposite sides of the house. The anemometer indicates wind speeds of less than 0.18 mls
greater than 90% of the time, and die indoorloutdoor pressure responses measured across die different walls were
observed to be nearly identical (in phase) throughout the experin~entalperiods. This demonstrates diat die influence
of wind induced pressure imbalances during these experiments is insignificant.
Temperature differences between the indoors and the outdoors can cause air volume movements
corresponding to the temperature gradient and, consequently, pressure differences. Further, temperature differences
across walls separating air masses can cause pressure differences. The pressure differences in the last case vary
with the wall height. This phenomenon is known as the stack effect. Nazaroff et al. (1987) performed experiments
by inducing depressurization in two residential structures with basements to simulate the depressurization that can
be generated by wind and temperature differences. They concluded that nearby soil pressure field and air
movements are influenced by the induced depressurization in the structures. They also reported on the possibility
that these effects may account for the higher than average indoor radon concentration observed in these two houses
with basements.
The stack effect, resulting when air masses of different temperatures are separated by a wall, can provide
airflow pressure driven force to the convective component of radon transport into structures. This effect should
exist principally at the wall-slab interfaces, causing a buoyant effect that draws air from the soil into the lower part
of the structure and pushes it out dirough the upper pan. It is believed that this mechanism increases the outdoorindoor pressure differences and increases the indoor radon concentrations (Nero 1988, Nazaroff et al. 1988b).

Pressure differentials between (lie indoor and sub-slab air volume pressures, AP^, vary with approximately
a semi-diurnal periodicity and have a significantly greater magnitude than the indoorloutdoor pressure differential,
AP,,,, (Al-Ahmady 1992, Hintenlang and Al-Ahmady 1992). The soil system below the structure slab heavily
damps the response of the sub-slab air volume pressure to changes in barometric pressure, particularly for houses
built over low permeability soils. The indoor pressure responds much faster, creating pressure differentials across
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the floor slab. These pressure differentials provide a driving force that naturally pumps radon-rich soil gas from
the sub-structure area into the interior during the pan of the cycle when the house indoor pressure is lower than the
sub-structure air volume pressure, causing elevated indoor radon concentrations.
Recent studies have shown particular importance of this phenonlenon when it is associated with the HVAC
system design and operation (Hintenlang and Al-Ahmady 1993). It has been demonstrated that increasing the house
ventilation rate by increasing the effective leakage area of the house shell does not reduce indoor radon
concentrations as effectively as increasing house ventilation rate by controlled duct ventilation associated with the
HVAC system (Hintenlang and Al-Ahmady 1994).
Temperature measurements in several locations at the research structure taken simultaneously with the
barometric pressure and the differential pressure measurements showed indoor temperatures response with only
small variation and forms a flat spacial distribution at a given height in the indoor environment. Therefore, the
research structure living space may be considered a single thernial zone with the indoor temperature, T,, calculated
as the average of the temperature measurements from all of the indoor points. With the house un- air conditioned
and unoccupied, there is a time shift in the response of the indoor temperature to changes of the outdoor
temperature. T,. Such a tinie shift is also sometimes observed between the indoor temperature and the attic or subslab temperature. This shifting depends on several factors, such as the structure's thermal properties, the
interactions between the structure's thermal zones, the magnitude of the ambient temperature changes, and the shell
configuration. These tinie responses may be found to have particular importance in shaping the radon driving force
when the time response between the sub-slab air volume pressure and the indoor pressure are considered. The
temporal variations of indoorloutdoor (T,-To) and indoorlsub-slab (T,-Ty) temperature differences are shown in
Figure 2. For an inhibited, un- air conditioned, home (lie maximum indoor-outdoor temperature difference of about
9 'C was observed at the time of this experiment, when the house undergoes a positive temperature difference (the
indoor temperature exceeds the outdoor temperature) for approximately 75 % of the day. During mild weather (Data
collected during march in Gainesville, FL) the maximum and minimum temperatures occur at about 4 pni and 6
am, respectively. The niaximumlminimum temperatures and the temperature differences depend on the time of the
year and the particular location. Therefore, the temperature effects are also important in studying the seasonal
effects on radon driving forces and consequently the indoor radon concentrations.
The force associated with a fluid pressure, such as air pressure, must counteract the gravitational force
under hydrostatic equilibrium. For a specific volume, the net force at any point must be zero. Therefore.

where 11 is the height measured from a reference level (ni), p is the air density (kglm'), and g is the gravitational
acceleration constant (9.8 nils). Air can be consider to be an ideal gas for this application. Utilizing the universal
gas law, the air density is,

were R is the universal gas constant then,

were ni is the mass of air (kg), k is Boltzmann constant (1.38~10"JIK), and T is the absolute temperature (K).
If boundary conditions established as P =Poat h=0, the solution to the first order differential equation above yields,

The change in P, is negligible at heights encountered in a single-story residential structures. If the temperature
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measurements are established at a constant height from the slab and the outside, the pressure value can be correlated
to the temperature changes. At the research structure temperatures were measured at 1.4 m above the slab (h= 1.4
m). The magnitude of mghlk is a constant of value B=0.0477 K, when m is the average molecular mass of air
(28.8 u) at an atmospheric composition of approximately 80% Nland 20% 02,at uniform temperature of 280 K.
In most cases, the constant B is small, and the value exp(-BIT) can be estimated as (1-BIT). Applying this treatment
to two pressure conditions PIand Pi,which correspond to temperatures T,and T,, respectively, yields

the pressure difference generated between two zones of different temperatures. Eqn. 5 can be used to predict
temperature-induced pressure differences with regard to radon driving forces and indoor radon concentrations. The
output predictions of the model is AP, for the model input AT, and it is suitable to many radon entry models that
utilize AP to predict radon entry rate. This output is also suitable to most of the structure ventilation models that
utilized AP to predict the structure natural infiltration and ventilation rates.
Integration of the above model into a radon entry and indoor radon concentration semi-empirical model
(Hintenlang and Al-Ahmady 1994) was performed to observe the temperature effects on radon driving forces. This
model was developed for the UFRRH and consequently the constant values used characterize the effective leakage
area and the characteristic slab openings at the UFRRH. Convective components for radon entry into the structure
are radon entry from the sub-slab area and from the ambient environment. The convective component of radon
entry from the sub-slab soil area into the interior was obtained by simultaneously measuring the time-dependent
pressure differentials across the slab and the indoor radon concentration. Experimental values were used when
temperature measurements between the indoor and outdoors showed approximately equal and flat responses. The
experimental fit to simultaneous AP measurements and indoor radon concentrations provides,

were R,, is the sub-slab radon entry rate. The ambient radon entry into the structure was obtained from blower door
testing to the UFRRH structure following the ASTM standards (ASTM 1987) as,

L is the radon entry rate from the outdoors. Radon entry by diffusion is independent from the convective
components although it is a part of the total radon entry rate.
The steady state solution to the timedependent mass balance equation for indoor radon concentration can
be written as (Hintenlang and Al-Ahmady 1994).

were R is the total radon entry rate (Bqls), Q is the structure ventilation rate (m'ls), \ is the radioactive decay
constant of Rn-222, V is the indoor volume (m3), and C is the steady state indoor radon concentration (Bq/mS). The
structure ventilation rate was calculated by the blower door testing (ASTM 1987) and empirically fitted to,

Utilizing Q n s . 5,6,& 7 the convective radon entry rate can be written as,

were T,, is the sub-slab air volume temperature and

is convective radon entry rate. In the special cases when
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weather patterns permit Uie sub-slab air volume temperature equals to the outdoor temperature, then

were T is (Ti-T,)/T,T.. Utilizing Eqns. 8,9, & l o the contribution of temperature-induced pressure differentials to
the steady state indoor radon concentrations can be assessed provided that temperature correction be made for the
structure ventilation.
Figure 3 illustrates the indoor/outdoor pressure differences, which are induced by the indoor/outdoor
temperature differences, given by Eqn. 5. The predicted values of the pressure differential between the indoors and
outdoor are in good agreement with the ones measured at the site for the same time interval. Figure 4 shows the
model predictions for pressure differences induced over a range of temperature differences. Induced pressure
differences between the indoors and outdoors show a linear correlation to the corresponding temperature differences.
It is important to note that the model shows that these pressure differences are sensitive not only to the temperature
differences, but also to the average temperature between the indoors and outdoors . However, this dependence
might be enhanced by the mathematical treatment in the model. The value of Powas calculated at the UFRRH slab
level with a standard air composition at uniform temperature of 280K and kept constant. This dependency needs
further investigation to see if it can be offset by the change in Povalue when adjustment in Pois made based on the
average temperature between the indoor and outdoors.
The effect of the temperature on the sub-slab air volume pressure is expected to be smaller than its effect
on indoor pressure, based on temperature measurements at the UFRRH between the indoors and the sub-slab which
show maximum differences of about 2 OC. These effects may be larger for different types of soil, different types
of buildings, and different overall weather patterns. A positive temperature difference contributes to the indoor
pressure and reduces the differential pressure across the slab, thereby reducing the natural pumping radon driving
force. Figure 5 illustrates the temperature-induced pressure differences contribution into radon entry rate from the
sub-slab area into the interior. The contribution from the diffusion component can be calculated by superimposing
a constant value on the k.These are illustrated in Figure 5. At the UFRRH the average diffusion entry is 10 Bqls.
Figure 6 illustrates the effect of temperature-induced pressure differences on the structure ventilation parameters.
The scope of HVAC induced temperatures is also covered.

CONCLUSIONS
Indoor, outdoor and sub-slab temperature measurements at (lie UFRRH have shown periodic time variations
with a diurnal cycle. The diurnal temperature differences between (lie indoors and outdoors are strongly correlated
to diurnal pressure differences induced between the indoors and outdoors. The induced pressure differences are
linearly proportional to the magnitudes of the temperature differences and to the average temperature between the
indoors and outdoors. Temperature-driven pressure difference predictions can be performed by the use of linear
approximation to (lie weakly exponentially dependent pressures of two temperature zones under hydrostatic
equilibrium. An analytical model can be constructed to output pressure differences in response to temperature
difference inputs. Since the model output is pressure differences, integrations into radon entry and indoor radon
concentration predictions models are systematic. Temperature-driven pressure differences model can be integrated
into models inputs pressure differences to assess the temperature effects on radon entry rate from the sub-structure
area and froni the ambient into die interior. Assessment to the radon removal rate can be characterized by
calculating the temperature effects on the natural and mechanical ventilation rates of the structure. Consequently,
the combination of the radon removal and entry rate can be used to assess (lie indoor radon concentration.
Temperature-differencesencountered with the use of the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) system
may produced pressure differences of the same order of radon entry driving forces observed in slab-on-grade
residential structure built under low permeability soil and fill materials. Such differences , therefore, could
profoundly influence radon entry and indoor radon concentrations.
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Fig. 1: Time Variation of The Average Differential Pressures Between The Indoors and Sub-Slab (Solid Line)
and The Indoors and Outdoors Under Unoccupied Neutral Pressure Conditions.
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Fig. 2: The Temporal Variations of Temperature Differences At The UFRRH:Indoor/Outdoor (Heavy Solid),
Indoor/Sub-Slab (Solid) and Attic/Outdoor.
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Fig. 3: Indoor/Outdoor Pressure Differences (Modeled, Solid Line; Measured Soft Line) Induced By The Time
Variations of Indoor/Outdoor Temperature Differences.
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Fig. 4: The Model Predictions of The Temperature Induced Pressure Differential Between The Indoors and
Outdoors as a Function of The Indoor/Outdoor Temperature Differences.
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Fig. 5: Predictions of The Radon Entry Rate From The Sub-Slab Area into The Interior Generated By
Temperature-Induced Pressure Differences. (Bottom to Top: No Diffusion Entry, Constant Diffusion Entries
of 3,6,& 10 Bq/s, respectively).

Fig. 6: The Effect of Temperature-Induced Pressure Differences on The Structure Ventilation Rates (ACH- Plus
Sign).
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